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Annex- Texts
I - Interpreludium Laminatum

“The city beliethed foursquare of length's breath,
encased of walls jasper, pure gold city unto a paragonal glass
whose foundations garlanded cherubate stones in precocian:
chalcedony, sardonyx, sardius, chyrsolite, chrysoprasus, ad etceterus;
O pearlescent gates bemantling dodecaccord its crown, sacrisans tempus;
all shining nomers bespurn
ere the vainglory belightening, media lamb's light thereof.”

“Per apparatum-firma cerebrally scryth dodst 'pon slightest sightless funda make flesh -
deignless umanal importunate vesseliage, et in immaculatums lamb - luminant,
navigilant current-reigning angel.
For nought, inthroughout; simil in priory; elsewise by; therewithout nought.
Therein vim and radiance besondersides, unjuxt heedhended durches dunkel.”

II - Communion

“Sony, Philips, LG, Samsung, Hitachi, Acer, Alba, BenQ, Lenovo, Toshiba, Verbatim, Yamaha, Panasonic, Hewlett Packard;
Dell, TEAC, Loewe, Sharp, Bose, Akai, Aiwa, Asus, Ritek, Ricoh.”

III - VLC Litany

“VLC progeny in miscellany,
deferent figures adorn, for the right hand is erudition,
its sinistro light; augurs oratory;
apt and fleet the Word, and the mercy spake a multitudes;
trod a path credential counting whence shining spaketh hues, luma,
ere firmament borne thither to cradle hitherto to fervently adore
with bearings agolden, on febrile progeny.
Bear witness the transfigurations - discrete pantheon of insignia, whither Cantus resode -
shone onto undivining eyes in petrifique of radia perennia.
Canonised og martyrial orders in deres constellars cise a mantic ciph on ye linen abodes,
solar prophetal inimagery, testamentals unto they.
So, Integran host, be ye not in octal ordinance but in the quadecal utterant,
lest the null successive formate minor the triadic, in violition modulan.
So moded is the Word; foliage of sonos whose branches are reeds upon Solomon's banks.”

IV - ‘’

“As elast lapsed waves o'time ashore in full and, Lo; earth in aphelion, seraphim turneth to its face, clearing de signa in polyphonie audatum.”

“Frame look to sea, back incontinuity, circuits pronounce ‘em;
per Rubbiani, etched upon Eindhoven, covenant AES, under Hannover gifted, laid manifold mysteries in Polydor Pressing,
myrian moons over re-emotor country ere the Son Reflected.”

“Shallso berecieved posthumous oracle; imaginary motivic baptist, consequent Missivisage.
Path aftraced pit, multitudinous waldly voicey prought isms insinusoidal remissive indominia awashing stream, agatherall abouting in seeing slightwidth.”

“Begatten ere twain corpi, Philips and Sony, in matrimone came fore the genesisian notion,
incarnal in finitude tinier als glassy grains whe resound and light decrescdescended a perfect inoscillate; gem germinating Kingdom supras;
word in laminate.”

- Crisp Discmass

“In shepherd's stream; negate negatories, inversely guide your flock in ones.”
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